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ABSTRACT 
 This paper presents the numerical investigation on multi blimp motion using three dimensional computational 
fluid dynamic (CFD) approach. The cooperative flight configuration is important to reduce energy and improve the 
communication reliability within the group. Therefore, we examined the influence of drag and pressure force of 
cooperative configurations shape in several formations: vee, echelon, line and column.  The use of different velocity is also 
presented to study the effect on a cooperative navigation process. The outcome of this analysis provides the optimal 
configuration for multi blimp operation. Based on the numerical results, the vee formation should be considered as the best 
cooperative configuration with low drag effect of drag coefficient and lift coefficient which offered good data overlapping. 
 
Keywords:  CFD, realizable , multi blimp, cooperative. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 Cooperative observation system has received 
great attention in recent years due to the capability of 
faster area coverage with larger information bandwidth 
(Parker, 2008), (Panait and Luke, 2005). The 
implementation of multiple platforms in an observation 
system offers more accurate data on specific interest area 
due to information overlapping (Naldi et al., 2012), 
(Chaimowicz et al., 2004). Therefore, flying formation of 
a group is important to enhance the performance 
especially for cooperative mission.  The geometric 
configuration of a group offers several advantages based 
on the type of mission. However, the influence of the 
aerodynamic and viscous force needs to be determined 
before considering the optimal configuration of a group. 
Hence, it is important to study the group characteristic and 
configuration to enable more effective cooperative 
observation. In this work, the blimp was used as the 
observation platform due to the capability of low speed 
flying and saver without crash landing (Kadir and Rizal, 
2015), (Kadir and Rizal, 2012). The review on blimp 
models has been discussed in details by Li et. al (2011), 
Liao and Pastemak (2009), Bessert and Frederich (2005), 
Yipeng et. al. (2010) and Omari et al.,(2003). In order to 
simplify the numerical investigation, no rigid airship 
models were presented as a rigid body (Gomes and Ramos 
,1998), (Liang et. al, 2010). Nowadays, with recent CFD 
methods, it is possible to analyze aerodynamic 
characteristics without the wind-tunnel test data with good 
agreement of aerodynamic results (Bessert and Frederich, 
2005). The purpose of this paper is to provide the suitable 
configuration for multi blimp system. In order to 
understand the drag and pressure forces on the behavior of 
multi blimp motion, CFD software ANSYS 15.0 

(FLUENT) was used to investigate the effect of the 
configuration.   
 In this paper, we applied the numerical 
investigation on the aerodynamic behavior of the twin hull 
blimp using the Kappa-epsilon (k-ε) turbulence models via 
coupled algorithms based on finite volume method. The 
rest of the paper is organized as follows: section II 
presents the numerical investigation theory and setup 
parameter; in section III, we introduced five flow 
configurations; section IV, presents the simulation result, 
by comparison based on velocity magnitude; finally, 
section V highlights conclusion and future work. 
 
NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION  
 The three-dimensional flow solver based on 
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations was 
implemented using the coupled scheme. The numerical 
investigation was carried out in ANSYS 15.0 using the 
finite volume method and pressure velocity coupling 
supported in FLUENT package. The blimp is in a trimmed 
flight state in a defined flight speed and height. The flow 
field computational domain is shown in    Figure-1. 
 

 
 

Figure-1. Computational domain boundary condition. 
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Drag estimation 
 The total drag estimate coefficient for fluid flow 
is obtained by 
 

      (1) 
 

             where   is drag force on a body. By assuming 

, no wave resistances. Therefore, the total 
drag can be estimated as  (Muller et al.,2004) 
 

     (2) 
 

            where   is the atmospheric density,  is the free-

stream velocity,  is the reference area and is the 
non-dimensional drag coefficient of the body. The drag on 
a typical airship body has significant contributions from 
both skin friction and pressure. For airships, it is a 
common practice to express the reference area in terms of 
the hull volume ( Khoury & Gillet, 2002) 
 

     (3) 
 

The lift coefficient is expressed as: 
 

  
     (4) 
 

Numerical method  
 By assuming the inviscid flow with newtonion 
fluid, the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) 
equations (Voloshin et al.,2012) can be written as 
 

      (5) 
 

                where   is coordinate,  is velocity 

component,  is fluctuation of velocity component,  is 

pressure,   represent density,  is the external force and 

 is the dynamic viscosity. The Reynold stress tensor  

represents  the  turbulence closure. The eddy 
viscosity is assumed as follows 
 

     (6) 
 

               where   is the mean rate of 

strain tensor,  is a turbulent eddy viscosity, 

 and  are the kronecker delta. In this 

paper, we have considered the realizable   model for 
turbulence simulation. The standard model consists of two 
transport equation that can be written as 
 

   (7) 
and 
 

   (8) 
 

               where ,   is the turbulent kinetic energy,  is the 

dissipation rate,   is the production of   ,   is effect 

of buoyancy,   is the contribution of dilatation 

fluctuation to the overall dissipation rate,  and  are 
user defined source. However, this paper used the 
realizable   with improved dissipation rate as shown 
in equation (8) 
 

  (9) 
 

 The airship and environment geometry are given 
in Table-1. Figure-2 shows the prototype of the developed 
twin hull blimp. 
 

Table-1. Blimp shape and environment parameters. 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure-2. Blimp (a) Snapshots of URRG-blimp prototype 
(b) Geometry. 
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MULTI BLIMP CONFIGURATION 
 As mentioned previously, several formations 
were considered to study the suitable formation and 
spacing for multi blimp configuration. The wake produced 
by the configurations of vee, echelon, line and column 
were studied. The multi blimp angle of attack was set to 
zero and a trimmed steady low speed flight was set to 
minimize the effect of variation of flow in different 
direction. Figure 3 shows the flow based on the 
configuration.  The non-slip condition was considered for 
the wall condition.  In this work, the blimp flew at its 
target velocity of 1 m/s to assist the mapping and 
navigation process. A series of seven meshing ranging 
from coarse, medium and fine mesh were considered. The 
difference of total drag and lift was small. Therefore, the 
most appropriate setting was used for rest of simulation 
with the benchmark of a single blimp. 
 

 
Figure-3. Flow based on formations (side view): (a) vee 

<10 m spacing, (b) vee = 10 m spacing (c) line (d) echelon 
and (e) column. 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
By varying the configuration of multi blimp 

system the combined drag and lift were affected. Figure 4 
shows the contour of velocity based on configurations.  
The results showed the effect of arrangement and position 
of blimp facing directly to the velocity inlet which 
influenced the pressure force of the blimp face and 
affecting the wake which interfered with neighbor blimp. 
Therefore, proper configuration needs to be considered for 
an effective multi blimp configuration. Table 2 shows the 
impact of forces and coefficient of each blimp based on 
configurations. 
 

 
 

Figure-4. Contours of velocity magnitude based on 
configurations (side view): (a) vee <10 m spacing, (b) vee 

= 10 m spacing (c) line (d) echelon and (e) column. 
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Table-2. Impact of forces and coefficient of each blimp based on configuration. 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure-5. Speed analysis :Contours of velocity magnitude m/s  (horizontal slice  view): (a) velocity - 0.2 m/s (b) velocity - 
0.4m/s (c) velocity - 0.6m/s (d) velocity - 0.8m/s (e) velocity - 1 m/s (f) velocity -  2m/s  (g) velocity -  4m/s  (h) velocity - 

6 m/s  (i) velocity -  8m/s (j) velocity - 10m/s. 
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Impact of forces and coefficient of each blimp based on 
configuration  
 The data in Table-2 represented the pressure 
force and coefficient acting on the blimps at given 
velocity. Figure-6 shows the differences of the effect of 
each configuration to individual blimp. The results were 
benchmarked based on the single blimp to show the effect 
of configuration on each parameter. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure-6. Impact of forces and coefficient of each blimp. 
 
 

 
 

Figure-7. Multi blimp forces. 
 
 The total component of pressure force and 
viscosity are represented in Figure-7. From the 
observation, the single blimp configuration showed the 
lowest value of forces compared to multi blimp 
configuration.  From the results, it can be seen that 
configuration-6 (column) contributed the highest value of 
pressure and viscous force. This is due to the effect of 
leading blimp wake around the following blimp which 
influenced the energy usage of the blimps. The vee <10 
meter and vee=10 meter have relatively smaller forces 
value compared to the rest of the configuration and 
indicated a small value of forces equally distributed for 
each blimp. In this case, the configuration-3 (vee=10 
meter) showed the lowest value of forces for multi blimp 
configuration which exhibited lowest energy consumption. 
 
Total drag coefficient of multi blimp  

It is noted that the multi blimp formation were 
compared against the single blimp. The simulation 
revealed that the arrangement and spacing influenced the 
multi blimp configuration and affected the drag force, Cd 
of the team.  The value of configuration of multi blimp 
with vee < 10meter and vee = 10 gave lower ratio of total 
drag value when compared to the single blimp with a ratio 
of 1:1.5 and 1: 1.34.  However, the line configuration 
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contributed to the highest drag of 4.435 with a ratio of 1: 
22 (single blimp:  line). The echelon and column 
contributed to a moderate drag ratio of 1:1.74 and 1: 2.35. 
 

 
 

Figure-8. Total Drag , Cd based on configuration. 
 
Speed variation effect on vee configuration of multi 
blimp  

Considering that the vee formation showed the 
most appropriate configuration, we have studied the effect 
of speed variation to the multi blimp navigation, and the 
results suggested the increase of speed of the combined 
wake increased the cd value of the multi blimp.  
Therefore, with the increasing of Cd value, more energy 
was needed by the team to navigate through the air to 
overcome the drag.   

 
Table-3. The results of drag and lift component based on 

speed variation. 
 

 
 

As mentioned before, we used the speed of 1m/s 
for the navigation based on real navigation setup of URRG 
Blimp, the speed is appropriate for localization and 
mapping algorithm and hardware setup. Table-3 indicates 
that the value of Cd for speed 1 m/s was appropriate with 
good contours of velocity magnitude as illustrated in Fig 
5(e).  

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 In this paper, the multi blimp configuration is 
studied by taking into account several types of 
configurations: vee, echelon, line and column. The 
proposed configuration was analyzed with Realizable  

  turbulence model.  The vee configuration is 

revealed as the most suitable configuration for the multi 
blimp system due to lower drag.  In addition, it contributed 
to good communication signal and data overlapping for 
positioning purposes. Although the small flock 
configuration contributed to less energy saving compared 
to large flock. The vee arrangement reduced the following 
agent energy and vee configuration was considered as 
optimum configuration for cooperative multi blimp 
system. In the future work, research on the aeroelastic 
behavior of the blimp will be undertaken.  
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